Project Title: C-08-01 : Bridge Inspectors NDE Showcase
PIN: 021.06.881
Responsible Unit: Engineering Division, Office of Structures
Project Manager: Mohl, Ikram

Project Goal:
Based on the latest research in the area, current state-of-the-art knowledge on Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) techniques pertinent to bridges will be provide in two one-day workshops for bridge inspection team leaders and other relevant bridge inspection personnel in New York State on NDT methods from the perspective of bridge inspection.

Actions Proposed:
1. Familiarize bridge inspectors, through two one-day courses, to NDT methods from the perspective of bridge inspection. Course should be developed working with FHWA Turner Fairbanks Highway Research Center and New York State Department of Transportation.

2. Arrange the approved course to in Albany, New York on dates agreed upon with the NYSDOT Project Manager, preferably in conjunction with Bridge Inspectors Meeting held in March 2008. Estimated attendance at the class will be about 200 State and Consultant Bridge Inspection Personnel.

Anticipated Work Products and Accomplishments:
Two one-day workshops showcasing NDT methods useful for bridge evaluation

Proposed Budget: $14,000